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This paper considers the problem of finding the zeros of an operator G on a Hilbert 
space subject to a constraint of the general form P(x) = x. Convergence theorems 
are given for a class of iterative methods and, using these results, we derive several 
techniques for solving eigenvalue problems, one of which exhibits "cubic" convergence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A one-step method is an iterative method characterized bythe form Xn+ 1 -----f(xn, n), 
where f does not explicitly involve the previous iterates xk, k < n. Examples include 
the usual successive approximation methods where xn+l ~ f (xn) ,  gradient methods 
where xn+l = x~ -- s,, Vf(xn), and Newton's method. The class of methods that we 
will consider is of the form 
x,~+l = e(x,~ - sn(x~,) G(xn)) ,  (1) 
where P and G are partial mappings on a real pre-Hilbert space, H, into itself, and sn 
is a real-valued functional. (Partial mappings are mappings that need only be defined 
on a subset of H.) This iterative method will be used to solve the problem 
a(x)  = o, 
(2) 
P(x) = x, 
that is, we wish to find the zeros of G subject o the constraint P(x)  = x. For example, 
some eigenvalue problems can be transformed into that of finding the zeros of the 
gradient of the Rayleigh quotient (Ax ,  x ) / (x ,  x) ,  subject o the constraint P(x)  = x, 
where P(x)  = x/[I x N. 
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To provide some insight into the ssemingly special form of (1), suppose we wish to 
minimize some functionalF, partially defined on H, subject o the constraints ~v(x) = 0, 
v in the indexing set F. Let G(x) be the orthogonal projection of VF(x) on the orthogonal 
complement of the linear span of {VTv(x ) : v ~ F}, and let P be an operator mapping H 
onto the set C = {x : T~(x) = 0 for every v in F}, so that P is the identity when 
restricted to C. The problem, then, is reduced to (2) and might be solved by the method 
described by (1). In this case, the method involves stepping a prescribed istance from 
the n-th iterate along G(xn) and mapping the result onto C. (As an example of such 
procedure, see [12, 13].) Note that, in the unconstrained case, P is the identity operator. 
It should be mentioned that constrained minimization problems can be treated by 
other techniques. One such approach is the angular gradient method [1, 2, 3] that 
incorporates the constraints into G. As before, P is taken to be the identity. 
In our analysis of these gradient echniques, we bypass the variational considerations 
and treat the problem as that of finding the zeros of some operator, G. In fact, G need 
not be a gradient. For example, the theory presented here applies to Newton's method 
by letting P be the identity and G(x) = (f '(x))- lf(x), and setting Sn(X) = 1. 
The main results give conditions on G and P and the step sizes sn(x) that insure 
convergence of the sequence (xn) to a solution set of (2). Related results are given in 
[2, 4, 6-I1]. For results that include a discussion of the general constrained problem, 
see [1, 3, 12, 13]. Note that our analysis does not apply to multistep iterative methods 
(e.g., see [5, 10]) where X,+l depends explicitly on at least one of the iterates x k , 
k<n.  
As a final consideration, we apply the general results of Section 2 to eigenvalue 
problems. We include the consideration of some interesting methods that can be used 
to find intermediate igenvalues of a quite general matrix. Numerical examination of 
these methods, however, as well as "global" convergence results, will be left to a 
future paper. 
2. GENERAL RESULTS 
Blum's angular gradient method exhibited anew approach to minimization problems 
by looking at the angle between a gradient VF and the direction vector x --  u, where u 
represents a solution of (2). In our case, although G need not be a gradient, the 
underlying parameter in the following results is the angle between G(x) and x --  u as 
measured by the inner product in H, namely, (G(x), ~-~ fi). [We adopt the notation 
= Y/[[Y l].] We shall consider this quantity for x in the set Z N -~ P(N)  n (N --  E) 
where E is a solution set for (2), N is an open set containing E, and P(N)  is the image 
of N under P. The letter E shall henceforth be reserved for nonempty solution sets 
of (2) which are contained in an open set N, such that for any x in N there exists 
a unique element of E, denoted by u~, that satisfies I[ Ax [[ = ]1 x --  E [I. [We use the 
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notation Ax = x -- u~ and ]1 x --  Ell = inf~eJ] x - u II.] We further assume there 
exists an E > 0 such that N = {x ~ H : rl Ax Ir < E}. Any set, N, that satisfies these 
conditions will be called an E-neighborhood of E. 
DEFINITION 1. Let E be given and N be an E-neighborhood of E. Suppose that 
I (a (x~,  Ax--}l >1 r~, x ~ z~ (3) 
for some constant 0 -< VN ~ 1. Suppose, also, that there exists a function p, defined 
on the reals such that lime_~ 0 p(~) = 1 and 
II P(x) - u II ~< o(tl x - u ll) II x - u II (4) 
for every x in N and u in E. Then G and P are said to be E-compatible. 
Now for any choice of the sequence (s~(x)) we define 
~.(x)  - s . (x)  II C(x)ll ~ 
(G(x), Ax} n = 0, 1, 2,... (5) 
whenever x is such that (G(x), Ax} @ O. This choice of (s,~(x)) is said to be a proper 
sequence of step sizes whenever there exists an e-neighborhood, N, of E and a 3 > 0 
such that 
3 ~< ~,(x) ~ 2 --  3, x ~ Zu n = 0, 1, 2 , . . .  (6) 
The terminology "E-compatible" was selected to suggest a somewhat different 
approach for solving problems of the form f (x) = 0, for example. Given the solution 
set E, determined by f, we then seek to find operators G and P that are E-compatible 
and solve (2) instead. This was the approach taken in solving the eigenvalue problems 
that appear in Section 3. 
The notion of "proper step-size" allows for the possibility that a precise knowledge 
of (G(x), Ax)/]] G(x)[] 2 is unavailable. [Note the appearance of u~ in this expression.] 
Otherwise, we could properly choose sn(x) to be this quantity, guaranteeing that 
a~(x) = 1 for each n /> 0. Taking this approach also allows us to give conditions for 
which a sequence (sn(x)) is proper. In fact, it can be shown that the allowable estimates 
for (s,(x)) given by Blum [1] and Goldstein [4] are essentially the same as those given 
in Corollaries 2.1 and 3.1, respectively. (See below.) 
THEOREM 1. Suppose G and P are E-compatible and that (s~(x)) is a proper sequence 
of step-sizes. Then there exists an E-neighborhood, N, of E so that for any x o in Zjv , the 
sequence (x,) defined in (1) satisfies 
II Ax,+l [l <~ k [I Ax, II n = 0, 1, 2... (7) 
for some k < 1. 
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Pro@ Let N be an E-neighborhood of E on which (3), (4), and (6) hold. By the 
conditions on O we may also suppose that the e that defines N is so small that for 
p(~)(1 --  3(2 --  3)yN2)~/2 <~ k (8) 
for somek < 1.(Since0 <yN,3  ~< 1, 1 - -3 (2 - -3 )  yN 2< 1.) 
Let x o in ZN be given and suppose, for induction purposes, that x~ is in Zu .  Letting 
Yn = x,~ --  sn(xn) G(xn) and un = u~. we have that Ax.  ~ x,~ --  u.  and 
II Y. -- u~ i1 z = (1 --  ~.(x.)(2 -- an(x.))(G(xn), Ax)  z) II Ax .  IL 2 
~< (1 --  8(2 --  3) yN 2) II Axn II 2. (9) 
The first line follows from (5) and the last line follows from the fact that the maximum 
of the polynomial --t(2 --  t) over [3, 2 -- 3] is equal to --3(2 --  3). Since (9) implies 
that y .  is in N, then (4) yields 
11/lXn+l It ~ [1 Xn+I - -  Un II 
= tl e (yn)  -- Un t] 
p(HY,, - -  u,, LI) Ilyn - unll. (10) 
From (9) we have that I1Y,, --  u~ [I < e and from (9) and (10) we have 
]l AXn+I [I "~ P(IlYn - -  u .  [])(1 - -  8(2 - -  8) yn2) 1/2 II dgn  ]i. (11) 
Hence, if x~ is in Z N , then (7) is satisfied and x.+ 1 is in N. It now suffices to observe 
that xn+l is either in E or in Z n . This completes the proof. 
If G and P are E-compatible for some solution set, E, then convergence of the 
sequence in (1) is only a matter of choosing step-sizes that satisfy (6). It suffices to have 
some estimate of the quantities ~(x) = sign(G(x), A(x))  and M, where 
m = lim inf l(G(x), Ax)[ (see footnote 1). (12) 
la~xll-o II C(x)ll 2 
G must, however, satisfy the following for some positive constants l and L. 
lliAxll ~ IL G(x)ll ~Lt l  Axll x~lu .  (13) 
COROLLARY 1.1. Suppose that G and P are E-compatible and that G also satisfies (13). 
1 Limits of this type, with I1Ax [[ ~ 0, are to be taken over the set ZN. 
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Then M > 0 and a proper sequence of step sizes is given by any sequence, (Sn(X)) , that 
satisfies 
8 <~ ~?(x) s~(x) <~ 2M -- 3, x ~ ZN, n = 0, 1, 2,... (14) 
for some 8 > 0 and some E-neighborhood N of E. 
Proof. That  M > 0 follows from the fact that 
I(G(x), Ax)l 1 
II G(x)[I ~ > -L-f<G(x), ,Jx)l 
yN ~ Zu >-E x 
The last conclusion is a consequence of (5), (14), and the inequality 
l~< ItG(x)iI2 ~ 1 
I<C(x), dx>l ~ + ~'2 
The next corollary clarifies the nature of "convergence" of the sequence (x,,) to E. 
Assuming the conditions of the theorem, define the following COROLLARY 1.2. 
quantities 
Then 
y = l im inf ]<G(x), A~)I, 
II,axl[--,O 
[2n = l im sup 1%(x ) - -  1 I, 
ll~xll~0 




In particular, the convergence is superlinear when [2 ---- 0 and y = 1. 
First  note that 
Moreover,  
lim inf I(G(x.), ax,,)l >~ r. 
n-+m 
1%(x . )  - -  1 I ~< sup I ~r.(x) - -  1 [, 
IMxll<lMx.ll 
2 Henceforth, the quantity designated by ~, together with various subscripts, will be such 
that E --~ 0 as [[ Ax I] ~ 0. Where G is involved, this limit is taken to be over the set ZN. 
lim sup 11Ax.+l II ~ (1 - (1 - ~=) y2)x& (16) 
-~  II Ax. II 
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and, hence, 
~im sup j , , , (x , )  - 1 I <~ o .  
From (51) it now follows that 
II Ax.+l  II 
l im sup II Ax,, II 
lim sup[p(ll Yn --  un 11)(5 - %(xn)(2 - %(x.))(G(x.) ,  Ax.)2)l/2] 
= (1 - -  l im inf[%(xn)(2 - -  a.(xn))(G(xn), Ax,~)2) 1/2] 
< (1 - (5 - o~)  73)1/2. 
As before, the last line follows from the fact that the minimum of the polynomial 
t(2 --  t) over the interval [1 --  ~, 1 + (2] is (1 i ~)(2 --  (1 + ~2)) = 1 --  I2 z. The 
proof, then, is complete. 
DEFINITION 2. The operator G will be said to have a semiuniform derivative 
relative to E when either 
(a) E consists of a single vector, u, and the Frechet derivative, G'(u), exists, or, 
(b) there exists an e-neighborhood, N, of E such that G'(u x + 0 Ax) exists for 
x ~ Z N and 0 ~ 0 ~ 1 and is continuous as a function of Ax at / Ix  = 0 uniformly in 
ux and 0, and [] G'(u~)ll is bounded. 
A similar definition for P is made with (b) replaced by the condition that P'(x) 
exists on N and is uniformly continuous in the sense that limllx_ull~ 0 P'(x) = P'(u) 
for all u in E. 
Remark 1. By a generalization ofthe mean-value theorem, semiuniformity allows us to 
write G(x) - G(u~) = G'(u~) Ax + e II Ax II and P(x) - P(u) = P'(u)(x - u) + e II x - u It. 
This observation provides us with some sufficient conditions for E-compatibility in 
terms of G' and P' .  It is clear, for example, that if P has a semiuniform derivative at E 
and if II P'(u)H ~ 1 for all u in E, then P satisfies (4). (Note that e -+ 0 as I1Ax 1l -~ 0 
uniformly in u~ .) 
THEOREM 2. 
that satisfies 
Suppose P satisfies (4) and that G has a semiuniform derivative at E 
](G'(u~) Ax, Ax)l >1 y, x ~ ZN (17) 
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for some y > O. Then G and P are E-compatible. Moreover, (13) is satisfied and the 
quantities M, y, andS2 defined in (12) and (15) are given by 
M = lim inf I<G'(u~) Ax, hx>l 
t,~x,~0 II G'(ux) Ax I1~ ' 
y = lim inf I(G'(u~)Ax, Ax>l, 
Ilzlxll-~0 
~J(x)  = s.(x)II G'(u~) Ax I? 
(G'(ux) Ax, Ax) 
On = lim sup I ~r.*(x ) -- 1 1, 
tlAxtl-0 
g2 = lim sup .Qn. 
n-~oo 
(18) 
Proof. First note that 
From this we have 
a(x) = a (x ) -  a(u~) 
= G'(u~) 2x + E1 LI ~x It. (19) 
(G(x), Ax) _ (G'(ux) dx, Ax) + E~ 
II zlx II ~ 
(20) 
and 
II Ax II 1 
II G(x)l--I -- II G'(u~) Ax + ~1 II (21) 
1 
__  - -~E  8 . 
II G'(u~) Ax II 
In a sufficiently small E-neighborhood contained in N, by combining (20) and (21) and 
using (17) and the uniform boundedness of G'(u), we obtain (3), which implies 
E-compatibility. Equation (18) follows from (12), (15), and (19). To prove (13), note 
that 
and 
II G(x)ll = II G'(u~) ~x II + E4 II ~x  II, 
y II Ax It ~ II G'(ux) Ax I[ ~ Z~ [I hx II, 
where L a = supx~z u II G'(u~)ll < ~.  The remaining conclusions now follow from 
the corollaries of Theorem 1. 
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An especially good estimate for the step size is available when G is a gradient 
mapping. (see [4].) 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose G and P satisfy the conditions of theorem 2. Let G be a 
gradient of some functional, F : H --~ R, in an E-neighborhood rE. Then 
s,,(x) = 2(F(x) -- F(ux)) II G(x)? , x ~ Z , ,  n = 0, 1, 2... (22) 
defines a proper sequence ofstep-sizes. Moreover, s = O. 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
s.(x) - <a(x), Ax> 
[1 G(x)ll ~ + ~, x ~ ZN . (23) 
In fact, 
]E li G(x)ll ~ 
~2, = lim infle,~*(x ) -- I I = lim ~-d(~),Axx) = O. 
/rAxil~0 IIAxlI~0 
Now since F is twice differentiable and VF(u) = G(u) = 0, it follows that 
F(x) -- F(u~) <G'(u~) Ax, Ax> 
II ~x II 2 2 -q- E 1 ~ 
From this and (20) we have 
F(x) - -  F(u~) <G(x), Ax> 
II Ax II ~ 2 II Ax II ~ ~-  c 2 
and by the boundedness properties of IJ Ax ]l/l] G(x)[] in (13), it follows that 
<G(x), Ax> _ 2 ~ F(x) --F(u=) ~ II ax  II ~ 
II G(x)lP \ ~-ax II ~ <~I II G(x)l] ~ 
2(F(x) -- F(u~)) 
II G(x)? 
This is just (23) and the proof is complete. 
The next theorem supposes that P is a retraction operator. It is especially applicable 
to the eigenvalue problem. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose P is a retraction operator partially mapping H onto D, that is, 
57I]6/4-5 
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the domain of P contains D and P is the identity on D. Let S be a subspace of zeros of G 
so that there exists an e-neighborhood of the set E = D n S. Let P and G have semi- 
uniform derivatives at E and suppose, for every u in E, that ]l P' (u)[ I  ~< 1 and II P'(u) y II 
Lo Ir Y il for some Zo < 1 and for every y in Tu • where Tu = {h ~ n : P'(u) h = h}. 
For each x in D, let s~ denote the orthogonal projection of x on S and suppose ~sx is in E 
for some ~ of order 1 + e [1 x --  s x I1/11 s~ II- (This will be used to show that ~ix differs from 
an element of S • by some q .) Finally, suppose 
](G'(u)h, h)l >~ Y, (24) 
for some )'s > O and all h in S~ = {h ~ T~ n S • : lt h ll = i}. Then G and P are 
E-compatible. Moreover, (13) is satisfied and the quantities M and y defined in (12) and 
(15) satisfy 
M ~> inf  [(G'(u)h,h>l 
u~E,h~S~ tl G'(u)h II ~ ' 
y>~ inf [(G'(u)h,h)[. 
ueE,heS  u 
(25) 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2 provided that we can prove that for each x 
in ZN = D -- E there exists an h in Su such that 
/Ix = h + E (26) 
To this end, note that 
~ix---- h 1 + s~--  u. 
II ~ix II ' 
where h i _  x - - s~ 
I I / ix [I 
is in S -L. Since 
and 
II s~ - u~ II _ (1 - II hx ]lz) 1/2 
I I / i x  II 
LI x - sx II 2 
[I h i  [12 
II X - -  ~S~ II ~ 
II x - s~ It ~ 
II x - s ,  I] 2 + (~ - 1) ~ II sx 112 
1 
I -kd  
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m 
it follows that Ax = h 1 + q .  Letting h i = h 2 + h a for h 2 in T~ and h 3 in Tu x, by 
remark 1 we have that 
h 3 = Ax  - -  h~ - -  E 1 
P(x) -- P(ux) 
- -  II Ax  II h2 - -  E1 
= P'(u~) Ax --  h 2 -- E 2 
-= P'(ux)(hz -t- ha + El) --  h2 --  e2 
= P'(u~) h~ -- ez" 
Consequently, (I -- P'(ux)) h3 = e3 and, therefore, I1 h3 I1 ~< I1 E3 I1/(1 - L). Hence, (26) 
is satisfied by h = h a and the proof is complete. 
Remark 3. Note that Tu is actually the tangent space of D at the point u. 
Remark 4. The conditions on P in the theorem are satisfied when P(x) = x, 
the retraction onto the unit sphere. In this case, Su is the set of unit vectors in H 
orthogonal to S. In fact, P'(x)(c~x + 13h) = flh/ll x II for x nonzero and h orthogonal 
to x. The quantity L o = 0. 
The quantities in (25) simplify when G'(u) is symmetric, which is the case when G 
is a gradient mapping [4]. These quantities, which are lower bounds for M and 7, 
will be referred to as M o and 7o, respectively. 
COROLLARY 3.1. With the conditions of the theorem, suppose that T~ is invariant 
under G'(u) for each u in E, and that G'(u) is symmetric on T~ . Then G'(u) is a symmetric 
operator mapping T~ n S • into itself, and we denote O~ as the absolute values of the 
spectral points of G'(u) on T~ c3 S • Then 70 is the infimum, and M -1 is the supremum, 
of the set 0 ---- Uu~e 0~. 
Proof. Since S is a subspace of H, G(u + v) = 0 for all u in E and v in S, and, 
hence, S is contained in the null space of G'(u) for each u in E. The first conclusion 
now follows from the fact that G'(u) maps S x into itself. 
By the connectedness of S~ and the continuity of G'(u), we may without loss of 
generality assume that (G'(u)h, h) > 0 for all h in S~. Since S~ is the unit sphere 
in T u ~ S ~, from (25) we have 
70 = inf(inf [(G'(u)h, h)E) 
u~E h~S u 
= inf 0~ 
uEE 
= inf 0. 
We used the fact that the endpoints of the spectrum of a bounded linear self-adjoint 
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operator, A, are the values infll~Er_ 1 (Ax, x) and supll~ll_ 1(Ax, x}. With this and the 
fact that G'(u) is positive definite on T u (~ S" and by considering the inner product 
( ' ,  ")' defined by (x, y) '  (G  (u)x, y~, it follows that 
(G'(u)h, h)/ll G'(u)h II 2 = <h, h)'l(G'(u)h, h)', h ~ Su, 
so that the infimum of this quantity on Su is 0~ 1. Consequently, M o = infus e 0u I = 0 -1 
and the theorem is proved. 
Remark 5. In the definition of ux we required uniqueness of the point in E nearest 
to x. We can actually lift this restriction if we can guarantee that (3) and (5)-(6) hold 
simultaneously for the same ux 9 
Remark 6. Let y~n denote the m-vector (y, y,..., y) and let G(l")(u) denote the kth 
Frechet derivative of G at u. Then with appropriate changes in the assumptions and 
conclusions of theorems 2, 3, and 4, e.g., replacing G'(u)y by G(m)(u)y ~, we could 
deal with the case where G(k)(u)y k--- 0, h = 1, 2,..., m- -1 .  This rests on the 
observation that G(~)(u) Ax m = G(x)m!lll Ax II + e. 
We complete this section with a generalized convergence theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let E be as before and suppose it can be determined that for some 
choice of x o the sequences (x.) and (an(X.)) are well defined and satisfy 
(]  pn(1 -- a.(x.)(2 -- a.(x.))(G(x.), Ax.)2)I/2 = 0 (27) 
n=0 
where p. is an upper bound for the quantity H P (yn) -  u~.ll/lly.-u~.II, y. = 
x.  - s.(x.) G(xn). Then lim..~o ]] AXn H = O. In partieular, this is true when pn ~ 1 and 
3 ~ a.(x.) ~ 2 -- 3 for some 3 > 0 and large n, and either a.(x.) -= [(G(x.), AXn)] = 1 
9 oo  
for some n, or the serzes Z.=0 ]( G(xn), Ax.)[ diverges9 
Proof. The theorem is a consequence of the inequality 
II Ax.+I II 2 ~ 0.2(1 -- a.(x.)(2 --  a.(x.))(G(x.), Ax. )  2) [I As .  []2 
which follows from (11), and the fact that l-[.~~ (1 --  an) = 0 whenever 0 ~ an <~ 1 
and the series ~2~=0 a.  diverges9 
3. EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
In applying the theory of Section 2 we will encounter two types of eigenvalue 
problems: the classical one, 
Ax = ~x, (28) 
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and its generalization, 
Ax -- ABx. (29) 
Throughout this section we assume that A and B are bounded linear operators on 
some separable real Hilbert space H. The letter h will denote any real eigenvalue of (28) 
that is isolated from the rest of the spectrum, and Ea will denote the set of correspond- 
ing unit eigenvectors. In a similar manner we reserve the letter AR for (29) and define 
E~ = {u : Au ABBu, [[Bu [[ = 1}. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that A and h satisfy, for all u in Ea , 
[[(A - -  hI)h l[ 2 - -  (u ,  (A  - -  M)h> ~ >~ ~, (30)  
for some ~, > 0 and all h in Sa = {h ~ Ea • :1[ h [] = 1}. Define 
G(x) -- (Ax, Ax)x -- (Ax, x>(Ax + A 'x)  + (x, x> A*Ax, (31) 
where A* is the adjoint of A. Then, with P(x) = ~, G and P are Ea-compatible. In fact, 
since G is the gradient of the functional F(x) = 89 Ax)(x, x) -- (Ax, x)2), a proper 
sequence of step sizes is given by (22) with F(ux) = O. 
Proof. Since E a is the appropriate kind of solution space for (2), by Remark 4 and 
Theorem 3 it remains only to show that G(x) has a semiuniform derivative at Ea that 
satisfies (24). Note that Sa = Su. The theorem is a result, then, of (30) and the 
observation that, for any x and h in H, 
G'(x)h = (Ax, Ax)h -- (Ax, x)(Ah + A'h)  +/x ,  x) A*Ah 
+ 2(Ax, Ah>x -- (Ax -? A 'x ,  h>(Ax + A'x)  + 2(x, h> A*Ax 
Remark 7. We have now described a method which solves the intermediate 
eigenvalue problem for an arbitrary bounded linear operator. The only restrictions 
are that A be isolated and that (30) be satisfied. Two situations in which (30) is satisfied 
are given in the following corollary. 
Condition (30) is related to the minimal polynomial for A in the finite-dimensional 
case. For an extensive discussion of this relationship, the reader is referred to [11]. 
An example of a continuous operator that satisfies (30) is given by the operator 
A : H -+ H defined by 
Ax -- (x, x2> Xl, X ~ H, 
where x 1 and x 2 are arbitrary but fixed unit vectors in H. [The linear integral operator 
on H z L2[a ' b] given by the kernel g(t, s) ---- Xx(t ) x2(s ) is such an operator.] Provided 
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l = (x l ,  x2) v~ 0, then the eigenvalues are 0 and l with E 0 = {u : (u, xz) = 0) and 
Ez = {~xl : ~ real). Then, with u 9 E a and h 9 Ea • of unit length, we have 
JI(A - ~)h  [I ~ - -  (u ,  (A  - -  X I )h)~ = - -  <u, Xx) ~ a = 0,  
from which (30) follows. 
Note that (G(x), x) = 4F(x), that is, u is a solution of (2) if and only if u is a 
normalized eigenvector of A. 
Notation. A complete set of eigenvectors of A not belonging to A will be denoted 
by {ek : k 9 K}. We require the efls to be normalized and linearly independent, and, 
when A is symmetric, we require the set to be orthogonal. The corresponding eigen- 
values will be denoted by {A~ : k 9 K}. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let A be a matrix. Then the conclusions of theorem 5 are valid 
when either A is diagonalizable or such that E a is also a set of dgenvectors of A*. 
Proof. By the compactness of Ea • Sa in the appropriate space, it suffices, in 
either case, to show that 
f(u, h) = ]](A --  M)h ]l 2 -- (u, (A -- M)h) ~ 
is never zero on Ea • Sa. That f (x)  ~ 0 follows from the Schwarz inequality. 8o 
suppose f(u,  h) = 0 for some u in E a and h in Sa.  Schwarz, again, implies that 
(A --  A/)h = ~u for some real ~. Writing h = flu -+- ~k~x ~ek ,  which we can do if A 
is diagonalizable, we have 
k~K 
This implies a = 0 and (A --  M)h = 0. This contradiction is also arrived at in the 
second case, since 
f(u,  h) = tI(A - -  M)h H s -- (u, Ah)  2 
= i[(A --  M)h 1I 2. 
The only treatment of the generalized eigenvalue problem given here is contained 
in the next theorem. (Another method is discussed in [11]. It  includes (31) as a special 
case.) 
THEOREM 6. Suppose A and B are symmetric matrices and B 2 is positive definite 
in the sense that U Bx ]l >/~" [Ix llfor some .r > O. Suppose, also, that B-1A is diagonalizable. 
Denote PB(x) -~ x]ll Bx II for x =/= O, and 
Gn(x) = <A2x, x> B2x -- <Ax, Bx>(BJx + JBx)  + <B2x, x> A2x (32) 
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Then Gs and PB are Fan compatible. Moreover, GB is the gradient of FB(x)= 
l((Ax, Ax)(Bx, Bx) -- (Ax, Bx) 2) and a proper choice for (s,,(x)) is given by (22) with 
V(u~) = o. 
Proof. To use theorem 5, let G be the operator defined in (31) with A replaced by 
B-1A and the inner product (x, y) replaced by (x, Y)B = (Bx, By). Then, since 
B-1A is diagonalizable, corollary 5.1 establishes the existence of an E-neighborhood, 
N, of Ean such that 
(G(x), Ax)~ 
II G(x)fle II Ax [t~ >~ ~'' x E Z N (33) 
for some ;e > 0. Calculation shows that B2G(x) = GB(x) and, hence, (3) is true for GB 
in the standard inner product with V replaced by r~//[] B []. It suffices to observe that 
P'(u)x = x -- (Bx, Bu)u for u in EaB and x in H. 
Remark 8. As before, (G(x), x) ---- 4Fn(x ). Hence, u is a solution of (2) if and 
only if it is an eigenvector f(29) satisfying [] Bu II = 1. 
We return to the eigenvalue problem in (28). 
THEOREM 7. 
p(v, W) be a real polynomial of degree m in two variables represented by 
Suppose A satisfies 
Let A be a symmetric operator whose eigenvectors span H and let 
p(v, w) = ~ pijviw j. (34) 
i.j=O 
p(a, A) = o 
(35) 
p(A, Ak) ~> ~,, k ~ K, 
for some ~ > O. [We couM alternately assume that --p(A, AI~) ~ ~.] Now suppose that 
( f i(x) : 0 ~ i ~ m) is a sequence offunctions having uniformly continuous first derivatives 
on an c-neighborhood fEa and suppose 
fgu) = ,V 
(36) 
f i ' (u )h=O O~i~m,  u~Ea,  h~Sa 
Then G and P are Ea-compatible when P(x) = 2 and 
G(x) = ~ pijf,(x) A~x. (37) 
i,j=O 
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Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 3 and the fact that 
h> ---- (2p,, 'AJh, h) 
ik7 ~ ~,Pi,)tiA'ek, ek)  
= inf ~ pijAiAff 
k~K i,J=0 
= infp(A, Ak) 
k~K 
>~. 
Remark 9, Note that x,~ converges to u0, the projection of x 0 on E a . 
Remark 10. As an example of a sequence of functions that satisfy (36), we could 
take fi(x) to be the product of functions of the form (Aqx, x} such that the sum of 
the exponents of A appearing in the product is equal to i. 
Remark 11. Some examples of "directions" G(x) to which the theorem applies 
are as follows: 
(a) G(x)= (x, x} Ax-  (Ax, x}x. [G(x) is proportional to the gradient of 
the Rayleigh quotient for A. Note that (35) is satisfied if and only if A is an extremal 
eigenvalue.] 
(b) G(x) = (Ax, x) A~x -- 2(A2x, x> Ax + (Ax, x)(A2x, x}x. [This comes from 
the angular gradient method discussed by Blum. Observe that ~ must be nonzero.] 
(c) G(x) = (AZx, x)x -- 2(Ax, x) Ax + (x, x) A2x. [See theorem 5.] 
COROLLARY 8.1. Under the conditions of the theorem, positive lower bounds for the 
quantities M and 7 defined in (12) and (15), respectively, are given by 
M~ = 1/sup p(A, ~k), 
Ie ~ K 
~,~ = infp(A, Ak)/sup (A, Ak). 
k~K k~K 
(38) 
Proof. From Theorem 3 we have 
7 ~7o 
= inf E ~'k2P( ;~, ;~k) (y: o<,?p%~, ,~,D)I/~ 
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Note that 
M o = inf Y"ak2ak 
Zak2=l ~ O~k2ak 2 
where we use the notation al~ = p(A, Ak). By inductive reasoning, which uses the fact 
that the minimum of the function 
fz(a) = aa~ + (1 --  ~x) Ekes ak2al~ 
c~az 2 + (1 - -  a) ~k+z ak2a~ .2 
over the interval [0, 1] is min{ft(0),fz(1)}, we establish M~ = 11/1 o . This completes 
the proof. 
Remark 12. Provided that appropriate stimates for the quantities in (38) are 
available, the corollaries of theorem 1 allow us to choose a proper sequence of step 
sizes and estimate the linear convergence factor to some extent. Since a better choice 
of step sizes is available when G is a gradient mapping, it is desirable that (Pi~) form 
a symmetric matrix and that fi(x) = (Aix, x), for then G(x) is just the gradient of 
F(x) = 4 • pij(Aix, x)(AJx, x). 
Suppose that the polynomial in (34) satisfies 
p(A, A) = O, p(A, hk) = c, k 9 K, (39) 
for some constant c va 0. Then ~,~ = ~, = 1 and, with a good choice of (s,(x)), 
Corollary 1.2 would guarantee that the convergence of (x,) to u 0 is at least super-linear. 
This consideration motivated the following result. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that da(v ) is a real polynomial whose zeros include the eigen- 
values of a symmetric matrix, _/1. Suppose, also, that the eigenvalue A is a simple zero of 
dt(v ). Define the polynomial 
d(v, w) = [dl(V ) - -  dl(W)]/(v - -  w). (40) 
Denote d(v, w)= ~ dijviw ~. Then 
i,j-O 
Xn+l = .Yn 
(41) 
y,~ = ~ dis(A%~, Xn) AJxn 
i,j=l 
defines a sequence that converges locally, and at a superlinear ate, to the projection of 
the initial guess, Xo , on E. 
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Proof. Denote p(v, w) = dl'(A) -- d(v, w). That p satisfies (39) with c = d'(A), 
follows from the fact that d(A, ak) = 0 and d(A, A) -=- dl'(a ). Then the method in (1), 
with P and G as in Theorem 7 and fi(x) = (Aix, x), converges at a superlinear rate 
provided we choose 
(a'(u)h. h) 
s.(x) -- I1 G'(u)h IIm 
1 
d~'(a) 9 
It suffices to observe that (1) reduced to (41) in this case. 
Remark 13. If A is a simple eigenvalue of A, then we may choose d(v) = det(A -v I ) .  




Let (x.) be a sequence in H and (k.) be a sequence of reals that 
I I x .+x-E l i  ~k,  l I x , - -E l [  a, n----0, 1,2 .... (42) 
Then the convergence of (x,) to E is said to be quasi-cubic, weakly cubic, or cubic, 
according as lira supn.~ k~ is finite, equal to one, or less than one, respectively. 
THEOREM 9. 
satisfies 
Under the conditions of Theorem 8, the sequence (xn) defined in (41) 
y .  = a3dl,(a) u0 + ~ a , ~,.d l  (a,) e~. 
keK 
(43) 
where u o is the projection of x o on E a and the a~k' s and ~ are such that 
x n = ~nUo + ~ anke~. 
k~K 
The convergence is quasi-cubic. Now suppose that 
I dl'(A)l > I dl'(Ak)[, k ~ K. (44) 
Then the convergence is weakly cubic. I f  the inequality is strict, then the convergence is
cubic. 
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Proof. (43) follows from the properties of d(v, w) by substituting the representation 
for xn in (41): 
i.) i,j k 
k . l  z , j  
3 ' = ~ ~k dl @k) e, ,  
k 
where we have conveniently incorporated u oand A in the sets {ek} and {Ak}, respectively. 
Denoting P(x) ~ and flk = dl(Ak)/dl(A) ao, we have 
k~K 
p. ~E ~e~ '~ (max I/~ I) 
where Pn --~ 1 as n --~ oo. The convergence classifications are a direct result of this 
property. 
Remark 14. A numerical examination of this method has involved considering 
only very simple matrices. Though its performance in these cases was encouraging, 
it is expected that a major drawback is the necessity to determine and use the coefficients 
of a possibly very large polynomial. Methods to overcome this problem are promising, 
but we will not deal with them here. 
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